
Percussion History and Literature 
Exam One 

 
 
1) Keyboard instruments, like xylophones and vibraphones, are known as 
multiple ideophones. 
 True 
 False 
 
2) Membranophones can be of defined as having either definite or indefinite 
pitch. 
 True 
 False 
 
3) A Lion’s Roar is a chordophone. 
 True 
 False 
 
4) Which of the following is NOT an example of an ideophone? 
 A – Triangle 
 B – Timbale 
 C – Suspended Cymbal 
 D – Maracas 
 
5) A Chordophone is an instrument that produces sound by the resonation of: 
 A – A string or several strings amplified by a board, box, or drum. 
 B – A skin or membrane stretched over a tube or shell. 
 C – The entire instrument itself. 
 D – A chamber or column of air. 
 
6) Which of the following is an example of an instrument of definite pitch? 
 A – Splash Cymbal 
 B – Tom Tom 
 C – Finger Cymbal 
 D – Crotale 
 
7) Which of the following is NOT a chordophone? 

A – Piano 
 B – Cimbalom 
 C – Cabasa 
 D – Hammered Dulcimer 
 
8) When writing for 12 tom toms, all composers use the same system of notation. 
 True 
 False 
 
 
 
 
 
 



9) Line Notation works best when writing for: 
A – Only a few non-keyboard instruments that rarely play at the same   
time. 

 B – At least nine instruments. 
 C – Keyboard percussion instruments. 
 D – Multiple instruments that play simultaneously 
 
10) Laying out a large percussion setup in a keyboard-like manner can be very 
helpful when: 
 A – It is notated on a five-line staff. 
 B – The notation is grouped by materials (skins, metals, woods, etc.) 
 C – Instruments are very large and spaced far away from each other. 
 
11) Visual correspondence is important to maintain between the music and the 
instruments so that: 

A – You can see the instruments and the conductor at the same time. 
 B – What is written on the page translates logically to the instruments. 
 C – You don't get lost in the music. 
 D – It is harder for other people to play your setup. 
 
12) Please date the following sources 
 The Date of publication of Harmonie Universal. _____ 
 The Date of publication of Orchesographie. _____ 

The Date of publication of Musica Getutscht. _____ 
The Date of publication of Gabinetto Armonico. _____ 
 
 

13) Please match the authors to their publications. 
De Organographia (Teatrum Instrumentorum) _____ 
Musica Getutscht _____ 
Harmonie Universal _____ 
Orchesographie _____ 
Gabinetto Armonico _____ 
  

1. Sebastian Virdung 
2. Thoinot Arbeau 
3. Michael Praetorius 
4. Marin Mersenne 
5. Filippo Bonanni 

 
14) Sebastian Virdung referred to the drums as "heroic" and "honorable" 
 True 
 False 
 
15) Marin Marsenne was the first to discuss harmonic relation to fundamental 
pitch. 
 True 
 False 
 
 
 



16) The following image is likely from which author's publication? _____ 
 

 
 
 
17) The following image is likely from which author's publication? _____ 

 
 
 
18) The following image is likely from which author's publication? _____ 

 
 
 
19) Henry Cowell was a student of Erich Mortiz Hornbostel. 
 True 
 False 



 
 
 
20) Based on following the example, please discuss the notation style used by the 
composer. Consider the strengths and weaknesses of this particular style, the 
ease of reading, and the communication specifics that the composer sets up for 
the performer. Write your discussion on a separate page. 
 

 
 
 
21) So far, we've discussed five original sources of information concerning early 
percussion instruments. Of these, which do you feel is most beneficial for today's 
players to read and know about? Which specific aspects of the source caused you 
to make this choice? Write your discussion on a separate page. 



 
 
 
22) Defend the positive side of Michael Udow's notation article, "Visual 
Correspondence Between Notation Systems and Instrument Configurations". 
Write your discussion on a separate page. 
 
23)  The "Guide to Aural Analysis" contains many musical parameters that can be 
used to help distinguish one composition from another. In terms of music that 
may be only percussive in nature (such as a percussion ensemble work without 
keyboards), which parameters do you feel might be the most important to 
consider? Write your discussion on a separate page. 
 


